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NEWS IN ADAŽI
[Education]
One of the best universities in
Latvia cooperates with AdaŽu
Secondary School.

ĀdaŽu students change
places with teachers once a
month.

Ā

Figure 1 opening of RTU Children and Youth
University in Ādaži 31.08.2020.

Starting

from September 9th, Ādažu
secondary school students from the second
to the ninth grade will be given chance, to
apply for the RTU club, which is not only
going to take place in Ādažu school but in
the university as well.
This is very important for students, so they
could understand, better what they want to
study in the future and it also strengthens
knowledge of the subjects that students are
currently studying.
With RTU lecturers, students will study
chemistry,
environmental
sciences,
economics, computer science. And other
interesting, yet unlearned subjects such as
aeronautics,
innovation,
technical
translation, and the basics of drones.

dažu secondary school is a very
innovative school and the first in Latvia to
use such a learning method.
Once a month students for a whole week
teach each other learning subjects in 5
groups (because there are five days in a
week). In time, teachers create a calendar
that divides which group will teach the
lesson on which day, so students could
prepare in time. This work is valued with
marks.
A method like this is not only exciting but
also has a good impact on children's
knowledge. Firstly, when they are the
teachers, children need to learn more about
the topic to be able to answer questions.
Secondly, classmates experience a new
subject teaching method, that helps them to
understand the topic in a different way.

Article written by: Loreta Anna Plostniece

Figure 3 Students teach their classmates

[Entertainment]

Article was written by: Loreta Anna Plostniece

Weekly madness: Tarzan in the
central park of ĀdaŽi!

On the 2nd of November, on a Sunday
morning a man was walking his dog in the
central park of Ādaži. Suddenly, the dog
started barking and got very angry. “At first
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Figure 2 Ādažu Tarzan
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I didn`t notice, why my dog started to bark
at the tree” says the owner, “but then I
looked up and saw a man sleeping on the
branch! I was so confused and shocked, so I
immediately called the police”.
When the police arrived, it turned out that
the man who was sleeping on the branch,
was playing hide and seek with his friends
and then accidently fell asleep.
Article written by: Kritsiāna Freiberga.

Creature never seen before.

despite the ban, Adazi can maintain a festive
mood in the county. Until 18th November
people in the evenings from 5 pm till 10 pm
were able to go through our Gaujas street
and look at light installations delight Adazi
Cultural Centre and Adazi Primary school.
On the 17th of November, Adazi county held
a concert for Adazi people of the year. In
concert
performed
famous
Latvian
composer Raimonds Pauls and singer Diāna
Rudāne.

Last

week, on the ninth of November a
grown man decided to go for a run at
Kadagas forest. It was 5 in the evening and
it was already starting to darken. But then
suddenly, out of nowhere, a frightening
looking rabbit emerged. The poor, terrified

Adazi School of arts
graduate’s exhibition

From
Figure 4 A rabbit with horns.

man set a record for the fastest 5 km run.
Later, he informed the environmental
service. After one week of research,
environmental service found this strange
rabbit, and they noticed that he had many
horns around his head area. Scientists have
not found the answer to this kind of animal
hybridization. But there is a theory that
Animal molecules of DNA have been
changed under the influence of toxic
substances coming from the army base.

1st November till 3rd December
people can visit Adazi School of arts
graduate’s exhibition in Adazi Cultural
Centre. There are artworks from 2018,
2019 graduates, who now study in
professional art and design schools and from
this year 2020 graduates. With different
personalities, used materials and ideas art
students created colourful and high-quality
artwork
collage.

Article was written by: Loreta Anna Plostniece

[Culture]
Holiday week in Adazi.

On the 18th of November Latvians celebrate
Proclamation Day of the Republic of Latvia.
This year large crowds are forbidden
because of the coronavirus spread but

The
exhibition continues school’s series of 20th
anniversary events. This school is one of the
biggest professional educational institutions
in Latvia. School’s succession is visible in
students, who continues their professional
careers as artists, musicians, designers,
architects, etc.
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Article was written: by Virdžīnija Blaževiča

[economy]
ĀdaŽi – a thriving place for a
new business.

Entrepreneurship

has been developing
over the last 10 years, which is increasing
the finances of Ādaži district. A lot of small

“It is better than nothing. It is quite sad that
it`s not allowed people to come eat and enjoy
the time here, but we are trying our best to
deliver our foods as hot and fresh as it is at
the pizzeria” says the owner of “ĀdažuPica”.
Article was written by: Kritsiāna Freiberga.

[Society]

Figure 5 ORKLA factory

businesses and large company facilities are
also developing and this has resulted in
opening one of the biggest Baltic states
factory SIA “ORKLA”. The factory makes
chocolate and sweets.
For this year it is scheduled to build the
biggest Baltic states waffle factory in Ādaži.
The construction could cost 32 million
euros. It will create 250 new job places for
people, which increase economy and
prosperity growth in Ādaži. The new project
is planned to start in the 2023.
“Covid-19”
businesses!

This

won`t

stop

Donor day in Adazi

This is a challenging time for our society,
especially for patients in the hospital.
Donor support is very important to them.
The person donating blood one-time can
save 3 humans lives! You can donate blood
on 24th November from 10 am till 1 pm in
Adazi Cultural Centre, Gaujas street 33A.

small

year, because of the Covid-19
pandemical situation in the country a lot of
companies have closed their doors for
clients. But in Ādaži, shops, restaurants and
bakeries aren`t closed.
They responsibly follow the national
guideline restrictions and keep working.
Some catering companies have founded a
way how to save their business by delivering
people the food to their house. But does this
idea really work?

Before coming, persons must check if they
feel fine and are sure about their health , if
the last 14 days have not been in contact
with people, who may be suspected of
having Covid-19 and if they accord to all
necessary attendance standards. More
information about Donor day in Adazi is on
the VADC homepage.
Article was written: by Virdžīnija Blaževiča
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riga’s zoo selling a
tiger

The

global pandemic has affected all
industries and entertainment venues Riga
Zoo is no exception. Due to the decrease in
the state budget, the zoo cannot afford to
keep Tiger named Daisy, so the only logical
solution is for someone to adopt Daisy, says
the Zoo director Kārlis Greve.
Many animal welfare organizations
have begun to protest, but this has not
stopped the director from placing an ad on
ss.com. The ad says that for sale is a friendly
5 year old Bengal tiger for 750 euros the
price includes a kennel and 5 kg of dry dog
food at the end of the ad says the animal can
be kept in a 2 room apartment and Dasy is
socialized with other pets and she is child
friendly.

misleading statements on a wide range of
topics, but at the council meeting on
24.11.2020, he said something that made
the other members ask about his mental
state.

Figure 7Maiga vavere portrait

Maiga Vāvere has always been a rebel and
never trusted the news and politics,

Figure 6 Daisy the tiger

A spokesman for the Ministry of Defense
was pleased with this ad and says that he is
happy for the people who invent new ways
to earn living in this hard times.
Articile was written by: Ludvigs Rožkalns

[Politics]
The new Ādažu politician
gets into trouble..
October, the elections of Ādaži City
Council took place, in which the new 44
year old deputy Maiga Vāvere was elected.
In the meantime, he has made reckless and

In

especially the latest news about the disease
covid-19, so he came to the last council
meeting with a foil hat on his head and
claimed that the disease had been
transmitted to us by the people of Neptune
and strongly embarrassed the politicians for
indifference. eyewitnesses claimed that the
exchange of words between politicians had
been so harsh that it was necessary to call
the guard of Ādažu culture center Guntis.
Articile was written by: Ludvigs Rožkalns

Students will have to
work.

At the last meeting of Ādažu City
Council discussed how to raise the
annual budget for infrastructure
development in the end they came to
one opinion that teenagers will have
to start doing a mandatory job.
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Due to the crisis, the Ādažu City
Council realized that it would not be
able to invest money in new
infrastructure projects, so they
thought that teenagers from the age
of 12 would start paying taxes to the
state. politicians have figured out
that children can start paying money
to the state they have to work, so they
have developed a program in which
children will have to work 7 hours a
day for the minimum wage at
various construction sites, this way
resolving the budget problems.
Parents complain to politicians
that 7 hours of work for children is
not enough to do serious
construction work and asks to
increase working hours.

.

Teen reaction to Ādažu City Council new law

Article was written by: Ludvigs Rožkalns
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